I. ROLL CALL
Absent: Tae Seo; Tyler Pitt; Alexander Morgan; William Saxton; Michael Billet; Elizabeth Minneman

II. COMMUNITY CONCERNS
NONE

III. OFFICER REPORTS
A. Martese Johnson—Vice Chair for Community Relations, CLAS
   a. Looking to staff Alternative Spring Break tables as part of co-sponsorship

B. Joseph Martin—Vice Chair for Education, COMM
   a. New Faculty Brunch is this Thursday (3/5) from 10-12 in the Colonnade Club
   b. Education teams are really active right now

C. Henley Hopkinson—Vice Chair for Investigations, CLAS
   a. 16 active investigations at least one (maybe two) 1-panel(s) in the coming week

D. Nicholas Lee—Vice Chair for Trials, CLAS
   a. On Saturday 2/28 a student from the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences was found Guilty of cheating

E. Nicholas Hine—Chair, CLAS
   a. The plagiarism supplement was updated last week—big thanks to Joanna Will
   b. Zach Cohen (Legislation Co-Chair from Student Council) sent email last week noting SB9913 passed in VA Legislature
      i. Suspended or Expelled students must have mark put on student’s transcript stating what code was violated and reason for expulsion/suspension
   c. Elections were completed last week—2015-2016 Honor Committee Representatives have been elected and the 3 Referenda relating to the Honor Committee passed
   d. All proposed by-law changes must be introduced to the Committee by March 22 for a vote on March 29

IV. OLD BUSINESS
A. FAC Update
   a. Talked about new idea for new FAC Reps: Making a FAC member a recruiter or making a big push during the summer
   b. Still concern over the law school student conduct committee
B. Campaign for Self-Governance
   a. All three referenda passed
   b. Only 18% voter turnout
   c. The language of the referenda is unclear and we will work with legal counsel to develop suggestions for implementation by next year's Committee

C. ICAI Conference
   a. Alex and Nick gave a presentation on Saturday about Integrity Beyond the Classroom
   b. There will be more information about the Conference coming in the next week and/or at Committee retreat

V. NEW BUSINESS
   NONE

VI. COMMUNITY CONCERNS
   NONE

VII. CLOSED SESSION